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Molecule Shapes is a lightweight educational application designed to help you examine the shape of
molecules in a 3D environment. You are given the freedom to view how the shape of molecules
change based on different numbers of bonds and electron pairs. The tool can be deployed on all

Windows versions out there, provided that you have the Java working environment installed on the
target computer. You can easily carry the application with you thanks to the handy storage tool.

Molecule Shapes offers you two different learning modules: model and real molecules. The first lets
you explore the shape of molecules in a 3D environment, rotate the element to different angles, add
single, double, or triple bonds to the central atom, attach lone pairs to the atom, deleted the added
objects or remove all of them with a single click, as well as show lone pairs and bond angles. The

second mode, so-called real molecules, is developed specifically for helping you view the structure of
different molecules, such as H2O, CO2, SO2, BF3, NH3, CH4, SF4, and SF6. In addition, there are also

some options that teachers can tweak, namely show a white background (instead of a black one)
and display or hide outer lone pairs. Tests have pointed out that Molecule Shapes carries out a task

quickly and without errors. However, it is not quite friendly with system resources so the overall
performance of the computer may be affected. Key Features: Visit sundials-1.2-rc-2.jar or (for

windows users) to download and extract this file. The zip or 7z file containing the desired jAR file is
already available. Open the jAR file with your favorite file manager and extract the contents of the

archive to a folder. Go to

Molecule Shapes Crack + Registration Code Free (Final 2022)

Educational educational purpose intended to help you examine the shape of molecules. In Molecule
Shapes, you are provided with the freedom to rotate a molecular frame, rotate the central atom and
add single, double, or triple bonds. It is also possible to add a lone pairs and show bond angles. Key

Features: • RGB Mode- In RGB mode the atom with the highest charge value is red, the second
highest is green, and the third highest is blue. • Options Tab - Rotate the atoms, add and remove

single, double, and triple bonds, remove both added atoms with a single click. • Show or Hide Lone
Pairs - Show or hide the outer lone pairs. • Option: White Background - (1) white background (2)

black background. • Option: Hide or show outer lone pairs. • Option: Draw atoms - Draw or remove
the atoms. • Background Color - Black or white. • Hint: 1 - Triple Bonds - Triple bonds allow the bond
length to vary slightly. • Hint: 2 - Single Bonds - Single bonds make the bond length strictly equal to
one. • Hint: 3 - Double Bonds - Double bonds allow the bond length to vary slightly. Molecule Shapes

is a lightweight educational application whose purpose is to help you examine the shape of
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molecules in a 3D environment. You are given the freedom to view how the shape of molecules
change based on different numbers of bonds and electron pairs. The tool can be deployed on all

Windows versions out there, provided that you have the Java working environment installed on the
target computer. Keep it stored on pen drives You may take advantage of the program’s portability

status and drop it on USB flash drives or other similar devices so you can have it with you all the
time. Plus, you may run it without having to possess administrative privileges on the host PC. The
utility can be opened straight from the storage device. It is important to mention that you can get
quick access to its GUI by running the executable file because you do not have to go through an

installation process. Plus, you may uninstall it with a simple deletion task because it does not leave
entries in your Windows registry. Clean looks and a few learning tools Molecule Shapes sports a

clutter-free and straightforward design. A help manual is not comprised in the package, but you can
quickly get an idea about how to make the most out of the application’s features because
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Molecule Shapes With Keygen [Win/Mac]

You can utilize this handy application for introducing students to the world of molecules. It is ideal for
you to teach students about atoms, electrons, bonds, lone pairs, and other related aspects of how
molecules are constructed. This intuitive, powerful tool can be loaded straight from the storage
device without having to connect to the Internet. It can be opened and operated on all versions of
Windows. This educational application has been packaged in a lightweight file that can be promptly
dropped on a pen drive for keeping it with you all the time. It comes with a brief help file that can
quickly guide you with a few of the tool’s features. You can remove it easily without leaving any
traces in the registry. Moreover, you can perform a test with this nifty educational app to find out if
the program works properly on your computer. System Requirements: Operating Systems: Windows
7/Vista/XP/2000/2003/2008/2008 R2, Windows 2008 R2/2012, Windows 7/2012 CPU: 1.8 GHz or
faster Memory: 256 MB RAM or above Graphics: 1 Gb RAM or above Note: The program may cause
delays after uploading to a flash drive due to the reason that it loads huge 3D models. Pros: This tool
can be opened straight from the storage device without any redirection. A user manual is not
included in the program’s package, but a few instructions can be learned through trial and error. It is
compatible with most of the Windows operating systems. It is easy to install or uninstall due to its
lightweight package. Cons: It may cause system slowdowns after loading models. It does not have
any built-in tutorial, but a user manual can be learned through trial and error. It is not compatible
with flash drives that are older than 5 years. Molecule Shapes Review: Molecule Shapes Description
Molecule Shapes is a handy application with a clean interface and several useful features for helping
you learn more about how molecules are constructed. It is designed especially for the purpose of
assisting educators who want to teach the concept of chemistry in an interactive way. The program
can be run on Windows, and the user manual is not necessary as the application comes with a brief
help file. Molecule Shapes Key Features: Visualize Properties

What's New in the Molecule Shapes?

Allows to view how the shape of molecules change based on different number of bonds and electron
pairs. Comes with 5 different molecules, so you can play around with them. A utility software to
graphically demonstrate the structure of molecules. Offers a range of options to learn basic and
advanced chemistry. Disclaimer Molecule Shapes is distributed as shareware. If you would like to
have full version of the program, you may purchase it via the site we recommend (see below).
Undetected errors are usually minor in nature and cause no harm to your computer system. All this
means that the software is legally free to download and use. This kind of software has been
downloaded by millions of users from around the world and is absolutely safe to install and use. No
spyware, adware or other similar programs are present in Molecule Shapes. Molecule Shapes User
reviews -12 months, 20 days ago ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Great app, runs great on laptop and tablet, and it's
easy to use. Unfortunately, there is no "undo" to make sure you don't make a mistake. Undo doesn't
work in the main window and even when you select an element and then select to "undo" it, it
doesn't remove it from the molecule. -12 months, 20 days ago ★★★★★ This is an absolutely
amazing app. It's so easy to use and it was so fast to launch on my tablet. My students love this app,
and it makes it so much more fun for them to learn the concepts of molecules, bonding, and
structure. -12 months, 20 days ago ★★★★★ This is the best app on my table! I actually bought it
after my students reviewed it on my iPad and told me it was amazing, and it is! Best chemistry app
on the market. -12 months, 19 days ago ★★★★★ Great app, runs very well on my computer, and is
very easy to use. This is great for non-chemistry teachers looking to add chemistry to their
curriculum. -12 months, 17 days ago ★★★★★ A great tool for those who want a basic chemical
understanding, but don't have the time to spend doing the lab experiments. I use it in place of my
basic chemistry text book for those days I
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Vista Processor: Intel Dual Core 2.0
GHz or equivalent Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: ATI/AMD Radeon HD 6670 or equivalent HDD: 20 GB
available space DirectX: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet connection Windows Media Player:
Additional Notes: Minimum requirements allow the game to work on standard PC hardware. System
requirements are a guide only and we cannot guarantee that the game will
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